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1. Let Qixi, • • • , xn) be a point in the ra-dimensional Euclidean

space and fiQ) =/(*i, • • • , x„) a real-valued, L-integrable function

having the period 27r in each variable. Let

+00 +00 /      n \

(1) fiQ) ~ IZ • • ■ E*»i-«, exP (* JZ mjXj\
—30 —00 v    y=i /

be its Fourier series where

(2) ami...m„ = (2w)-" I     ' - '   I    fiQ) exp(  — * zZmixA dxi ■ ■ ■ dxn.

The spherical partial sum of order k of the multiple Fourier series

(1) is defined by

(3) SkiQ) = zZ A„iQ),
»=0

where

(4) -4(0=   ,   IZ ,   s-»,«p(*E«(%).

and yl ,,(£>) =0 if /* cannot be represented as a sum of ra squares.

<£-mean of the spherical partial sums (3) is defined by

(5) S„iQ) = zZ <t> ( — )omi.. .m„ exp (i zZ nhxi),
V£p \ P / \     J=l /

where v2 = m\+ ■ ■ ■ +m\, and <Z>(Z) is a function defined for OgZ< 00

for which <p(0) =1. The Riesz mean Sl(Q) of order 5 of the spherical

partial sums (3) is a particular case of the <b-mean (5) when

4>(l) =■ Ks(t) = (1 - Z2){    for 0 ^ Z < 1,
(6)

= 0 for t ^ 1.

Let /p(Z) be the spherical mean of the function f(Q) over a

sphere whose radius is Z and whose center is at the fixed point

P = (Xi, • • • , xn), i.e.
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(7) fP(t) = 2"V_r_1r(r + 1) J   (xl + ttu ■ ■ ■ , xl Ar &,) da%

where a is the unit sphere £?+••• +^ = 1, da^ its (n — l)-dimensional

volume element and

(8) r = (n - 2)/l.

0-mean S*(P), defined by (5), can be expressed in terms of the spheri-

cal mean fP(t) [2]:

(9) st(P) = 2"r[r(r + l)]_Ip f   fP(t)H,(tp) dt,

whenever

\ <t>(t) \t2r+1 dl < oo.

0

The kernel H$(w) is defined by

<2>(z/TO)z2r+1Fr(z) <*Z

0

= w2r+1 I    <b(z)z2r+1Vr(zw) dz,
J 0

where

(12) V,(z) = z-"J»(z),

and Jn(z) is the Bessel function of the first kind of order u.

Bochner proved the following lemmas [2] on the asymptotic be-

haviour of H$(w):

Lemma A. Let <j>(t) be either the Riesz kernel Ki(t) with 5>r + l/2

or a function in 0 ^ t < <x> having the following properties:

(i)  The inequality (10) holds;

(ii) if p is the integer defined by —l/2^r — p<l/2, then <p(t) has

(pA-2) derivatives in 0^t< oo, each bounded in some neighborhood of

t = 0, such that

/>  CO

I <$>w(z)-z*i\ dz < oo
0

for u = 0, 1, 2, ■ • • , PA-2; 0^7<r+l/2.
Under these conditions H$(w) has the following properties:
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| H+(w) |   ^ Aiw2r+\       | Htiw) |   g ^aw-1-'

where Ai, A2, and k are positive constants independent on w.

Lemma B. If X is any real number >. —1/2 and if a function <£(Z)

satisfies hypothesis (ii) of Lemma A, then

/* 00

(Z>(z/w)s2X+1Fa(z) dz = Oiw~K)   for k > 0, as w-> ».
0

We can consider the spherical mean /p(Z) as the mean of order

zero, and define the spherical means of higher order/p,,(Z) [3] by

■fr-'W = 2*rW [^> r + 1)]"^"2^2^p,.(Z)    for s > 0
(14)

= frit)    for ^ = 0,

where

(15) ypPM = 21-'[r(5)]"1 f  it2 - ^)*"1t2H-1/p(t) dr,        s > 0.
*J o

It is easy to show [3] that

(16) ^i>,.+i(Z) =  I   t*p..(t) <Zt,
•^ o

(17) /p,s(Z) = 0(1)    for s £ 1, as *-» oo.

SsPiP) can be expressed in terms of spherical mean of higher order

and so we have [3 ] the generalized Bochner formula

(is)        slip) = cipT+w f"t2,+2s+1fP,sit)vs+,+r+iitPydt,

for 5>s+r —1/2, where 5 is a positive integer, and

Cl = 2*T(1 + S)[Tir + s + 1)]~\

If 5 = 0, this formula holds for 5>r+l/2.

2. We shall express <£-mean S^iP) of the spherical partial sums

(3) in terms of spherical mean of higher order and prove the following.

Theorem 1. If s is a positive integer and

/» 00

| <j>it) | t2r+2'+1 dt< =o

o

and <pit) satisfies hypothesis (ii) of Lemma A, then
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(20)      S*(P) =        2/ '       p2'+2°+2 f Xt2'+2>+1fr,sQ)FUtp) dt,
T(r A- s + 1) J o

where

/»  CO

4>(z)z2^2'+Wr+s(ztp) dz.
0

Proof. In virtue of the properties of function <p(t) the assumption

(19) implies (10). This means formula (9) holds whenever the con-

dition (19) holds. We write (9) in the form

(22) S*(P) =      P\        f °V'+1/p.o« (lP)-2^H,(tp) dt,
2T(r + 1) J o

where according to (11)

/► oc
<l>(z)z2r+Wr(zlp) dz.

0

If we integrate by parts (22) 5 times employing (15), (16), (19),

(21), and

(23) - [7„f»] = - xV^x)
dx

we obtain

(24) S*(P) =       ','     \Qs(i) T " + P2r+2'+2 f "tjpADFUtp) dt\,
T(r + 1) L        I ,=o J o J

where

/► oo

<p(z)z2*2^Vr+.-l(ztp) dz,
0

or by (14)

B(s, r A- 1) r °°
(26) Q.(t) -    \' /*..(*)        0(z/«p)z2^2-1Fr+._i(z) da.

2*r(s) ■/ o

According to (13) and (17) we get from (26)

(27) Qa(t) = 0[(tp)~<] = o(l),       t-*  co.

Further, from (25) and

(28) | V„(x) |  g If on the interval (0, °o), where M is constant,
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we have

/• 00

I tf>(z) \z2*+2>~1 dz.
0

Since ypP,,it)->0 as Z-^0, it follows by (19) that

(29) Qsit) = oil),       t-+0.

Now by (24), (27), and (29) we obtain

(30) sliP) = -        *o2'+2'+2 f   *PP,.it)FUtp) dt.
T(r +1) J o

Employing (14), (20) follows from (30) and Theorem 1 is proved.

In particular, if <£(Z) —Ksit), i.e. <j>it) is the Riesz kernel (5), then

Ft..itp) = 2T(1 + S)Vs+r+,+iilp)

and in this case formula (20) becomes (18).

3. A function L(x) defined for x}z0 belongs to the class of slowly

oscillating functions at infinity if [4]

(a) Lix) is positive and continuous in 0^x< °° ;

(b) limx^M [Litx)/Lix)] = l for every fixed Z>0.

We shall employ the following properties of slowly oscillating

functions:

(a') If X>0, then [4]

(31) x^Lix) —> =o,    x~xLix) —» 0,        x —> oo .

(b')  If git) is such that both integrals

(32) I   r I git) I dt    and      |    ta \ git) | dt
J o J l

exist for some a>0, then [l]

/» oo /» oo

(33) |    git)Litx) dt ^ L(x)  I    git)dt,        x^x,.
Jo " 0

4. Now we are going to prove a theorem which will give us the

asymptotic behaviour of (Z>-mean 5*(P) as p—> oo, provided we know

that the asymptotic behaviour of the spherical mean of higher-order

fp,*it) for t—>0 is connected with the behaviour of a slowly oscillating

function.

Theorem 2. Let <pit) satisfy condition (19) and hypothesis (ii) of

Lemma A and let
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(34) -k < a < 2r A- 2s A- 2,

where s is a positive integer and k is a positive real number.

If at a fixed point P = (x?, • • • , x%)

(35) fP,s(t)=raL(i/t),      <->0

where L(x) is a slowly oscillating function at infinity, then

(36) S*p(P)^ppaL(p),       p-+co

with

pr+U+l-af^) dL

0

Proof. Since <j>(t) satisfies condition (19) and hypothesis (ii) of

Lemma A, then according to the Theorem 1 we can write

o*/r.\ 2r+2s+2    C ' 2r+2s+l-a
S„(P) = cp I    t L(l/t)F<,,,(tp)dt

J 0

. + cP2'+2'+2 f"t2r+2<+1[fp,,(t) - t-"L(l/t)]F+.,(tp) dt
(38) J o

t2r+2a+1fp,s(t)Ft,s(tp) dt

= IiA-hArh,        c= 2-M[r(r + 5+l)]-i,

where, by assumption (35), n can be chosen so that

|/p,.(0 - t-"L(l/t) |   = 6l-"L(l/t),    for 0 = t = v-

Whence,

| I-l |   g ecp2r+2*+2 I  Vh-jh-i— | F#..(/p) | L(l/t) dt

/» CO

= tcPa I    r2^2«-3+° | F*,,(l/t) | Lf» A.
•'i/up

By (19) and (28) it follows from (21)

(39) | Fi,.(tp) |   g Jf,.

Employing (13) we obtain from (21)

(40) F*..(tp) = 0[(tp)-2r-2'-2-^']    for k > 0, as *-> °°.

By virtue of (39) and (40), the function g(/) =t"-2r-2'-3F^,s(l/t) satis-
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fies conditions (32) for all a defined by (34). Therefore it follows

from (33)

/* 00 v"»  Xt-2r-2,-3+a |   p^/Q |   Z,(pO  dt   =   Lip)    I       <«-2r-2S-3 | F,,.(l/i) |   (ZZ,
0 ^ 0

and finally

(41) /, = o[P»Lip)],      p-^co.

According to (17) and (40), we obtain

/» 00

t2r+2*l'tp)-lT-U-i-K dt =  M*p~',

i.e.

i     i M
\U\  £ —TT7T P"L(p),        M* = const.

Pa+'LiP)

Since o+k>0, then by property (a') of slowly oscillating functions

we get

(42) /, = o[p»LiP)],       p->=c.

Finally, we have to estimate the integral J\. We can write it in

the form

a<*        r ilip\-J        J l«-"-»->F*,,il /t)Litp) dt = 7n + Iu.

We have already mentioned that the function g(/) =Z"-2r-2,-3F^,s(l/Z)

satisfies (32) and hence according to (33)

/» OO

Iii^cP«Lip)  I    Z*-2-2s-3F*,s(l/Z)<ZZ;
J o

i.e.

(44) In ^Pp«Lip),        p^oo

where (3 is defined by (37).

According to (40) F(l/Z) = 0it*r+*'+s+'), Z->0. Thus,

/> l/ijp /• i/,

f+^Litp) dt = M'p~' \      f+^Lit) dt.
o J o

Since a+K>0,
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M"
/it    ^ M"p"= p°L(p).

P"+'L(P)

Whence, by (31) we have

(45) /„ = o[p"L(p)},       p^cc.

Therefore, from (43), (44), and (45) we obtain

(46) I1£Z0p°L(p),       p-*cc.

The result (36) follows from (38), (41), (42), and (46). Theorem 2

is proved.

In particular, if <p(t) is the Riesz kernel K~s(t), then [2]

(47) F*,,(t) = 25r(l + 5)Vi+r+s+i(t).

Substituting (47) in (37) and using the formula

/• CO

t"~W,(t) dt = 2"-'-1r(u/2)[r(l + v - p/2)]-1  for 0 < p. < v + 3/2,
o

we have

0 = 2—r(l + 8)T[s + (» - «)/2][r(* + n/2)T(l Ar 8 + ct/2)]~l

as in Theorem 1 of [5]. Theorem 2 covers the Riesz kernel only for

5>r+i + l/2. Namely, if <p(t) =Ks(t) and X = s+r, then formula (13)

(which was explored in proving this theorem) has the form [2]

/► CO

<p(z)z2r+2t+1VT+8(zw) dz = 2{r(l + 8)wr+'+1-t'Js+r+,+i(w)

0

= 0{w-l{-(r+»+1/2)1},       w-> ^,

i.e. K = h — (r+s + 1/2). Since /c=0, we have 8>r+5 +1/2.
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